GEIGER MARSDEN

a PARTICLESCATTERINGEXPERIMENT

Thisexperiment was conductedbyGeiger and Marsdento obtaininformation
regardingthestructure of an atom
Thefollowingobservations
observation

Mostof the

andconclusions weremade

particles passedrightthroughthegold foil lie deviated
byless than 10
a

Conclusion Size of nucleus is very small
observation

as

compared to the size of

an

atom

veryfewparticles were deflectedthroughlargeangles

conclusion nucleus is heavy dense

and positivelycharged

was goldfoilused
Q
A why
Gold is unreactive1 not and it has a heavynucleus so it
appreciableforce of repulsion on an x

particle

can

apply

an

a what if our a particle with a greater KEtravels towardsthegoldnucleus
A In that case theangleofdeflection of theparticle will decrease

lower KE
Higher KE

goldnucleus
This is because an a particle with greater KE travelsfaster and giveslesslame
tothegoldnucleus toapply a force hence undergoes a smallerdeflection
a

what if thegold nucleus is replaced with another goldnucleuswhich
is an isotope of the original one Will therebe a difference in the outcome

A No difference
This is because neutrons are

affect the outcome

neutralparticles hence theydo not

Q why were B particles notused in the experiment
A is B particles are negatively charged so it can
influenced
get
easily
the orbitalelectrons

by

ii

Iii

B have a range of KEIspeed

this mightinfluence1effecttheforce
theyexperience leadingto inconclusiveresults

Theywill getattracted1absorbedbythe nucleusinstead of undergoing
repulsion

Q Using the aboveexperiment how

nucleus has

a

can we

explainthe fact that thegold
low

highdensitywhereasgoldatom has a relatively

very
density of the
A In the case
goldnucleus there is a large man occupied in a very
smallvolume hence highdensitywhereas in the case of a goldatom there
is almostthe same man occupying a
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